The Richardson extrapOlation process is generalized to cover a large class of sequences. Error bounds for the approximations are obtained and some convergence theorems for two different limiting processes are given. The results are illustrated by an oscillatory infinite integral.
INTRODUCTION
The pu~pose of this paper is to generalize the well known extrapolation process due to Richardaonand to analyze in some detail the convergence properties of this generali~ation. In view of this analysis we shall al~o give some simple criteria for the efficient implementation of this "generalized Richardson extrapolation process" (GREP). An illustrative numerical example will also be appended.
Definition 1.1:
We shall say'that a function A(y), defined for 0 < y ~b,
,. i/rl{
If, in addition, the functions Bk(t) :: Bk(t ), as functions of the r continuous variable t, are infinitely differentiable for e ~ t ~b k, we shall say that A(y) belongs to the set F~m). The problem is to find (or approximate) A whether it is the limit or the anti-limit of A(y) as y ~ Q+. Remark. The origin of this de~inition is in the work of Levin and Sidi (1975) , which deals wt~~ the approximation of some infinite integrals and series. A brief outline of the important results of this work will be given in the next section.
We note that,-in general, equations ( Y~ "" R,:zO In view of (1.6) and (1.5), A(m,j) seems to be so~e kind of an average n of the A(y i ). But the weights· YR, of this average depend on the ~k(Yi) in a very complicated manner. In some cases, (see Le~in (1973) , Levin (1975) , Levin and Sidi (1975» the ~k(Y) depend on A(y), hence the GREP can, in general, be v:l,ewed as a "non-linear sunnnabi,lity method", (see Section 4).
In the next section we shall give examples of functions belonging to and we shall also sunnnarize the basic points of the work of Levin. If w(x) ~ x (I-x) l~gx, -1 < S < 0 and -1 < 15 < 0, then Generalization ,of these results to multiple integrals on hypercubes and hyperspheres have been given by Lyness and McHugh (1970) and lately py Lyness (1976) .
Recently, two other important examples connected with i~finite integrals and series have been given by Levin and Sidi (1975 examples of varying degree of complexity, see Levin and Sidi (1975) .
The d-approximations for the case m ~ 1, are q~iginal1y due to Levin (1973) and some aspects of their convergence theory have been analyzed ~n Sid! (1978, 1979) . Also the case mal of the D-approximations for Fourier integr41s is due to Levin (1975) .
3. ERl\OR BOUNDS AND CO~VERGEN CE -THEOREMS· .
In this section we 'shall analyz~ the convergence properties of A(m,j) n for two kinds of limiting processes:
Process I: n fixed, j + = .
b)
Process II: j fixed, n+ =, i.e., ~ + =, k. O~~ •. ,.-l.
We shall be using, t~e notation of Definitio~s 1.1 and 1.2, and for conven ience we shall denote ~ = m-l. 
R.=O
where M 1 is the matrix obtained from M by repla~ing the first row of M 1'y the row ;vector (3.7) ." If A(y) E F~m) (see Definition 1~1), then as n k + =,
.
'.
.. 
2.
As can be seen from the corollaries to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the Both of these' conclusions" seeDY to-be 'Correct-es-a large number of numerical examples of-vari90s' "kinds have'shown"." One 'Such example will be given in Section 5. For a theoretical verification of the'last conclusion for Levin's transformations see Sidi (1978 Sidi ( , 1979 ... For Process I we define the matrix B as follows:
As can be seen from (~.2) the matrix B is a band matrix since N is (see also Sidi (1978) as applied to oscillatory sequences, all three conditions of Theorem 4.1 can be shown to hold.
Finally, we note that the numerical experience-gained by the use ~f the D and d-transformations and some theoret~cal results in Sidi (1978 Sidi ( , 1979 suggest that whether the third condition of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied or not, convergence takes place in both Process I and Process II, in some cases. The numerical rate of convergence,.however, depends very strongly N .
on the size of ~ IY11 and/or on the rate at which Y1 -+ 0 as ~-+ co , 1=0 k = 1,1 .. ,m, for fixed t.
Actually, the following have been.observed to be satisfied· simu1taneovs1y:
A(m,j) ~ A ~uickly (both Process I and Process II) • a) Process I .
In Table 1 we exhibit some of the results obtained for D~2,j) and their (p,q)th rows we obtain (7.1) from 'which we immediately identify (7.2) . to both sides of (7.4) and using (7.2).
• Corollary • .. with respect to the (p ,q) th row and using (7. 2), (T.7) follO(ls.
Process II Theorem 7.2 e satisfies the equality p,q (7.8) ... Proof. Similar to those of lheorem 7.1 and Theorem 3.2.
Starting with (7.7) and (7.8) we can give upper bounds for IBp,q Bptql and prove convergence theorems under some special qi~cumstances as we did for IA-A(m,j)I in Section 3.
n We now give another result that corresponds to Theorem 3.3. 
